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ABSTRACT

The dilepton production and the asymmetry parameters in PP and PP

collisions including the effects of neutral currents are calculated in the

SUL(2) x SUR{2) x Uj^Cl) theory.
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I . The near null results of atomic parity violation experiments ,

taken at their face value, appear to suggest that the underlying low-energy

limit of the unified theory of weak and electromagnetic interactions may be

the left-right symmetric SUL(2) x SUH(3) x UL+R(l) theory rather than

3)i t s lef t -handed l i m i t SU (2) x u{l) .

mass for SUj.(2) x U(l) of order 80 GeV (corresponding to

The left-right symmetric theory

displays the interesting feature that one of i t s tvo neutral gauge bosons may

be reasonably light - of the order of 50-70 GeVin mass (corresponding to Q,,

for Bismuth of order + 130 and zero, respectively) - to be compared to neutral

ss -130 and

sin 9W x 0.28) • In view of this lower mass possibili ty and in viev of the

proton-proton and proton-anti-proton accelerators being projected) i t is of

interest to examine the cross-sections and asymmetries in reactions like

P + P-*-u+ + iT + X, P + P->-u+ + u~ + X with a view to distinguishing

between the two theories ——In this note we calculate (l) — — , where

m is the invariant mass of (u y ) pair; (2) the energy asymmetry

- <E > and the related ratio

AN/N = (n{E+ - n(E n(E_

where E+ and E_ refer to the energies of \i and u from the same

event, in PP collisions and finally (3) forward-backward asymmetry

A w = (H -Bb)/(Nf+Hb) in PP , where Hf and N refer to the numbers of

p 's travelling in the forward or the backward hemisphere relative to P .

I I . In the SUL(2) x SUR(2) x theory, ^ e f f e c t l v e weak

neutral currents of muons, arising due to the exchange of neutral vector

bosons N-̂  and !!„ is

- * e pY ( JP

+ similar terms for
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Here p,n,X,c refer to quarks. The eight functions G*l ,
of the neutral gauge bosons and thein terms of the masses TIL and

1 2 2 2
square of the momentum transfer q = m by the expressions

W

VA

r and $ are two parameters of the theory ; and we have assumed the

widths r, o ss1 GeV. In terms of these functions, and assuming that the

hadronio tensor entering the cross-sections is given by the Drell-Yan

mechanism , the quantities computed in this note are given by the formula:

1) da itira

Here qx are quark charges, f^(x) is the quark structure function for the

1 quark in the particle A (A = P or P) T = Cm /&] and ̂ /s1 is the

centre-of-mass energy. The sum i extends over both quarks and anti-quarks .
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2) Snergy asymmetry for PP:

jCda/dm^) * (<E+> - <?E_>)|= -(a

1 2 1 v3

where

. 2 > _ [" i 2 •, ,

while ( in turns out t ha t )

n(E+ > E_) -n(E_ > E+)j / |n(E+

f dx f
aJ QJ

dx

3/2 [t <E+> - <fE_

3} And finally for PP the forward-background asymmetry A = (N -TS ) /

(Hf + M )̂ is given hy

2aT/s i ^

Remarks

Cx + T/x) i ,T, -i ,T, - i f C\ 1/ a
B X A x B j U

(A) For the quark structure functions, summed over three colours, we

have taken ^ s( x ) = 0.15 U-x) 7 /x = i (x) = &{x) = d{x) , uCx) = 1.79 ( l - x ) 3 *

s(x) , d(x) = 1.07 Cl-x)

(B) The energy asymmetry ^E S - ^E "> for PP has i t s origin in the

presence of W as well as AA interact ions, such that the (u u ) pair i s

produced Taoth in C = -1 as well as C = +1 eigenstates. The intsrference

between these gives r i se to the effect of energy asymmetry . For the proton-

anti-proton system, fp(x) = fp{x), so that we obtain vanishing energy asymmetry

between u and v~ consistent with CP conservation.

(C) The forward-background asymmetry vanishes for the proton-proton system,

since we are dealing here with identical pa r t i c l e s .
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III. In the accompanying figures 1, 2 and 3, the results of our calculations

at ifs = 200 GeV are plotted, for a range of m lying between 30 and 100

GeV. The results are presented for three values of Q^ for Bismuth (Q̂ , =

+138, Q^ = 0 and 0^ = 132). The last value of ft corresponds to the

SUj(2) x U(l) limit. The corresponding expected masses {rn ,nr ) in the

1 2
theory are (55,96), (TO, 10?) and (S3,00) GeV, respectively, when sin 6y =0.28

(i.e. r = T-). For the range of m considered, we find numerically that

Ifl^Cm )| predominates over the other functions | G ^

one to two orders of magnitude, so that the function

the asymmetry expressions has the characteristic form:

|,|G | and |GVA

) occurring in

2 2
m - m,.

For small g , A ^ m ) = 0 for m = m^ . It changes sign around this

point and with it the asymmetries. The noteworthy features of the results are:

i) There are the characteristic - rather high peaks (three orders of

magnitude) which are rather broad at the base ( «25 GeV wide) - in - ° .

As expected, these are centered at Note the manner in which the purely

electromagnetic values of the cross-section provide an asymptotic cushion

on the lower side of the peaks. We have also computed da
dm

for ISH energies,

but find its magnitude rather small (.a/U x i(T cm /GeV for in * 30 GeV}.

ii) The energy asymmetry in PP increases with energy from a few per-

cent at -Js ~,60 GeV to se -15% for <^T = ^00 GeV. It does not seem to rise

above this value in the energy range considered.

iii) The angular asymmetry in PP is large, varying between 20? to -30?

as m varies between 30 to 100 GeV at V^1 = 200 GeV. This asymmetry is

relatively large even at Js = 60 GeV. For example, at m * 40 GeV,

AUtJ = 0.1+5,0.26 and0.15 for Qy = 138,0 and -132, respectively. However,
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the cross-section - j ^ — at Js - 60 GeV is. around 7 * 10 ° cm2/3eY for

m = !*0 GeV. When tji is increased to 1*00 GeV, A decreases and is dovn

to levels between +10$ and -10JS for 30 < m < 100 GeV. It vould thus

appear that A / S O 200 GeV represents an optimum energy for this effect.

iv) We are aware that several important corrections to the Erell-Xan

mechanism have been left out in this calculation. However, we belive that

the qualitative features discussed here should be reliable.
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